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Abstract
Structures of deprotonated Cys, Asp, Glu, Phe, Pro, His homo dimers as well as [2Cys-3H]-,
[Asp+Glu-H]- and [2Glu-2H+Na]- are investigated with infrared multiple-photon dissociation
(IRMPD) spectroscopy between 650 and 1850 cm-1 and theory. The IRMPD spectra of all
investigated complexes but [2His-H]-, [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]- indicate that the structures consist
of a neutral non-zwitterionic (NZ) and a deprotonated form of the amino acids. In contrast, the
spectrum of [2His-H]- is complex and indicates the presence of multiple isomers and/or
interactions between His and [His-H]-, so that its structure differs from that of the other
deprotonated amino acid dimers. For [2Phe-H]- and especially for [2Pro-H]-, some IRMPD bands
can only be explained by the presence of salt bridge (SB) structures in the dimer in which a
deprotonated amino acid interacts with a zwitterionic neutral amino acid. Computational results
indicate that SB structures are lower in energy at 298 K than corresponding NZ structures for
neutral-anion complexes in which SB formation is not disrupted by amino acid side chains or
conformational constraints, such as in [2Glu-H]- and [2Cys-3H]- for which NZ structures are
most consistent with experimental results. For deprotonated amino acid dimers in which these
interfering interactions are absent, such as in [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]-, the higher number of
hydrogen bonds in SB compared to NZ structures stabilize the formation of zwitterionic neutral
amino acids and consequently SB structures in agreement with results from IRMPD
spectroscopy. These results suggest that SB structures likely occur in deprotonated peptide or
protein ions at hydrophobic sites, such as protein-protein interfaces or in the interior of proteins,
where interfering functional groups will not disrupt SB formation.
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Introduction
The interactions of amino acid (AA) residues with each other and their environments play a
central role in the chemistry and structures of peptides and proteins. Neutral AAs, for example,
are zwitterions in aqueous solution, whereas these AAs are non-zwitterionic (NZ) in isolation.1–3
Interactions of isolated AAs with metal cations,4–13 halide anions,14,15 an electron,16 water
molecules17–19 or protonated amines,20–22 can stabilize the zwitterionic (ZW) forms of some AAs
over corresponding NZ structures. In solution, basic and acidic AA residues of peptides and
proteins with ionized side chains can be stabilized by inter- and intramolecular interactions.
These ionized AA residues play an important role in the structures, solubilities and reactivities of
peptides and proteins owing to long-range Coulombic interactions of these groups with distant
residues or solvent molecules. Charged groups in close proximity can form salt bridges (SBs) in
which protonated and deprotonated AA residues interact directly. The formation of SBs in
proteins in solution is well-known and SBs can stabilize or destabilize the native forms of
proteins23–25 and the interactions between proteins at protein-protein interfaces.26,27 For gaseous
peptides and protein ions, extensive evidence indicates that intramolecular SBs can exist in a
solvent deficient environment.28–38 Recent results from Julian and co-workers showed that
photoelectron transfer dissociation (PETD) can be used to identify zwitterion pairs or SBs in
peptides and protein ions.32
Because SBs influence reactivities and structures of peptides and proteins in solution and in
the gas phase, the factors that are important contributors to SB stabilization, such as gas phase
basicity,4–6,11,39,40 gas phase acidity9 and charge-solvation,10,41 have been investigated in great
detail. These investigations were mainly performed with AAs, small peptides and their
complexes for which the number of inter- and intramolecular interactions are limited and
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detailed theoretical investigations are feasible. Proton bound hetero- and homo-dimers of AAs,42–
48

protonated AA-amine20,22,49 and AA-metal ion complexes4–8,50 were used to investigate the

propensity of AAs to form ZW or SB structures. For example, Arg, the AA with the highest gas
phase basicity, and its dimers have been studied extensively to understand SB stabilization in the
gas phase.4,5,19,48,51,52 The proton bound Arg dimer forms a SB structure which is facilitated by
extensive hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions between carboxylate and guanidinium
groups.48 Hydrogen bonding and Coulombic interactions also stabilize SBs in protonated Arg
containing dipeptides but the propensity for proton transfer from acidic groups to the Arg side
chain strongly depends on relative AA gas phase basicity.53 The structure of [HisArg+H]+ has a
protonated C-terminal carboxylic acid group, whereas [ArgArg+H]+ preferentially forms a SB
structure. For [GlyArg+M]+ and [ArgGly+M]+ (M=H, Li, Na, K, Cs), SB formation occurs when
charged groups involved in SB formation are effectively shielded by neighboring functional
groups indicating that not only gas phase basicity but also conformational preferences of
dipeptides, that are altered due to alkali metal attachment and peptide sequence, influence SB
stability.54 Findings for SB model systems are transferable to larger gas phase ions of
biochemical relevance as evident from results for bradykinin, a nonapetide with N- and Cterminal Arg residues.32–38 Compelling evidence from blackbody infrared radiative dissociation
(BIRD),33 H/D exchange,34 ion mobility measurements,35,36 theory37,38 and most recently PETD
experiments32 show that singly and doubly protonated bradykinin ions form SB structures in
which charged residues are solvated by hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions from
nearby functional groups. For other AAs, the propensity to form SB structures in positive ions is
lower than that of Arg,6,8,9,20–22,43–47,49,50,55–62 but metal ion or protonated amine complexation can
stabilize ZW over NZ AA structures.8,49 These results, however, depend on ion size8 and relative
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gas phase basicity49 of the binding partners. The energetic difference between the NZ and ZW
forms of AA complexes in the gas phase are 0 – 20 kJ/mol19,21,49 and in some rare cases up to
~60 kJ/mol.8 This indicates that there is a fine balance between ZW and NZ AA isomers and that
subtle variations of interaction patterns or the number of binding partners can drive AAs from
NZ to ZW structures and vice versa.
A large body of work for protonated/cationized AAs or peptides as model systems for
zwitterion/SB formation exists, but model systems with a net negative charge have only scarcely
been studied, despite the fact that most proteins carry an overall negative charge under
physiological conditions.63 Zwitterion formation of anionic Gly radicals was shown to occur in
the presence of at least five water molecules by photoelectron spectroscopy,18 consistent with
theoretical results that predict stabilization of the ZW relative to the NZ form by electron
attachment to neutral AAs.16 In addition, Arg-halide anion complexes form ZW structures in the
gas phase15,64 in contrast to results for negative tripeptide-halide complexes for which only
charge solvated structures are found in experiment.65 The interaction between a neutral and a
deprotonated AA in the gas phase and their propensity to form SB structures has so far only been
studied for [2Gly-H]- and [2Gly-2H+Na]-.66 Spectroscopic results for [2Gly-H]- clearly show that
the neutral ZW Gly interacts with [Gly-H]- to predominantly form SB structures. In striking
contrast, the NZ isomer is 11 kJ/mol more stable than the SB structure in the protonated form of
this dimer, [2Gly+H]+.44 The energetic cost for zwitterion formation in [2Gly-H]- is compensated
by electrostatic interactions between opposite charges and hydrogen bonding that stabilize the
SB over the NZ form in this solvent deficient environment.66
In this work, [2Xxx-H]- (Xxx = Cys, Pro, Phe, His, Glu, Asp), [2Cys-3H]- , [Asp+Glu-H]- and
[2Glu-2H+Na]- are investigated with IRMPD spectroscopy and theory, in order to develop a
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better understanding for the factors that influence SB formation in anionic AA dimers. Despite
the limited spectral resolution of IRMPD spectroscopy compared to IR-UV double resonance67
or cryogenic ion spectroscopy,68 IRMPD spectroscopy has provided detailed information on SB
formation in numerous positive AA and peptide ion model systems4,5,7,19,22,42,44–47,50,53–56,58–61,66
and, thus, appears to be well-suited for performing the first systematic investigation of negative
AA dimers. IRMPD spectra of negative AA dimers are compared to previously reported IR
spectra of compounds with well-known structures allowing assignments of all experimental
bands except for [2His-H]- and [2Phe-H]-, [2Pro-H]-. For the latter two AA dimers, formation of
SB structures are discussed in the context of SB stabilizing hydrogen bond and electrostatic
interactions and for all other investigated AA dimers the influence of AA side chains on SB
stability is evaluated.

Computational and experimental methods
Computational
Conformational searches using Macromodel 9.1 (Schrödinger Inc., Portland, OR, U.S.A.)
employing the OPLS2005 force field were performed in order to identify low-energy structures.
The candidate structures were grouped into families based on hydrogen bonding motif and amino
acid conformation. The lowest-energy structure of each structural family was subsequently
geometry optimized using quantum chemical methods resulting in four to eight lowest-energy
candidate structures. All quantum chemical calculations were performed in QChem.69 The 6311++G** basis set was used for all atoms except sulfur for which the CRENBL basis set and
relativistic pseudopotential was employed (6-311++G**/CRENBL basis set combination
abbreviated by GCR). All electronic energies and geometries were computed at the B3LYP/GCR,
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ωB97-D/GCR 70 or MP2/GCR level of theory. Vibrational frequencies were computed at the
B3LYP/GCR and ωB97-D/GCR level of theory. Electronic energies, unscaled harmonic
vibrations and rotational constants were used to calculate the relative thermodynamic stability,
i.e., the Gibbs free energy difference between isomers ∆G, as a function of temperature (0-350
K). An example for ∆G as a function of temperature for [2Pro-H]- isomers is shown in Figure S1.
To compute ∆G for MP2/GCR results, the corresponding harmonic B3LYP/GCR frequencies
were used. Only the values at 0 and 298 K are reported in this manuscript. Binding energies for
lowest-energy SB and NZ negative amino acid dimer structures were computed at the MP2/GCR
level of theory, using the counterpoise correction method to account for the basis set
superposition error and to avoid overestimating the binding energies.71 These energy values are
reported at 0 K and include zero-point vibrational energies contributions from B3LYP/GCR
computations. Harmonic vibrational spectra were convolved with Gaussian functions of 40 cm-1
full width at half maximum and scaled with a uniform scaling factor of 0.987 (B3LYP/GCR) and
0.975 (ωB97-D /GCR) in order to compare calculated to experimental results.
Experimental
All experiments were performed using a 4.7 T Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer equipped with a Micromass Z-spray electrospray ionization (ESI)
source and coupled to the free electron laser for infrared experiments (FELIX). Ions of
phenylalanine, cysteine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid and proline (Sigma-Aldrich) were produced
by ESI from 2 – 5 mM methanol/water (~80/20) solutions containing 1% aqueous ammonium
hydroxide solution (NH4OH) or 1% NaOH to form negative deprotonated or doubly
deprotonated-sodiated amino acid dimers. A spray voltage of -2.5 kV and a flow rate of the
syringe pump of (5-10) µL/min were used. Ions were accumulated for ~4 s in a hexapole ion trap
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before guiding and trapping the ions in the FT-ICR. Subsequently, the target complex was
isolated by stored waveform inverse Fourier transform isolation. The isolated ions were
irradiated by IR light from the FELIX light source for 2 s which led to their dissociation
whenever the IR frequency was in resonance with a vibration of the trapped ions. The laser,
operating at a macropulse rate of 5 Hz and with an energy of 15 – 60 mJ/pulse was attenuated to
avoid saturation of the dissociation signal for the strongest vibrational bands. Three to six mass
spectra were summed for every frequency step and FELIX was scanned from 650 to 1850 cm-1 in
steps of 5 cm-1. By plotting the normalized IRMPD rate constant k=-ln(A/A0)/t where A, A0 and t
are the precursor abundance, the summed precursor and product abundance and the irradiation
time, respectively, as a function of wavenumber and correcting for the laser power, IRMPD
spectra were obtained.
Results and discussion
IRMPD of negative amino acid dimers. Upon the absorption of IR photons, negative amino
acid (AA) dimers [2Xxx-H]-, Xxx = Gly,66 Cys, Asp, Glu, Pro, Phe and His dissociate
exclusively by loss of a neutral AA. The mixed dimer [Glu+Asp-H]- dissociates upon IRMPD to
produce the two fragment ions, [Glu-H]- and [Asp-H]- in equal abundances indicating that these
amino acids have nearly identical gas-phase acidities. The neutral loss of AAs as the only
fragmentation pathway for [2Xxx-H]- (Xxx = Gly,66 Cys, Asp, Glu, Pro, Phe and His) and
[Glu+Asp-H]- is consistent with relatively weak non-covalent interactions between the
constituent monomers in these complexes. Weaker non-covalent interactions preferentially break
in IRMPD experiments thereby reducing or preventing cleavage of covalent bonds.22,42,47,61,72
This is supported by the IRMPD results for the negative AA dimer [2Glu-2H+Na]- and the
molecule [2Cys-3H]-. In the former, carboxylate-sodium interactions likely contribute to the
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strong interactions and in the latter, there is a covalent disulfide bond between the amino acids.
IRMPD experiments of [2Glu-2H+Na]- and [2Cys-3H]- yield product ions assigned to [Glu-H]-,
[Glu-H2O-H]-, [Glu-2H+Na]- and [Cys-H]-, [Cys+S-H]-, respectively. This indicates that
cleavages of covalent bonds occur upon IRMPD if negative AA dimers are not just held together
by weaker non-covalent interactions.
IRMPD spectra of deprotonated amino acid dimers. IRMPD spectra were obtained for [2XxxH]-, Xxx = Gly,66 Cys, Asp, Glu, Pro, Phe and His, [2Cys-3H]-, as shown in Figure 1, and
[Glu+Asp-H]- and [2Glu-2H+Na]-, see Figure S2. The IRMPD spectra are remarkably similar to
each other over the spectral range between 650 and 1850 cm-1. The similarity for [2Cys-H]/[2Cys-3H]-, [2Glu-H]-/[2Asp-H]- and [2Phe-H]-/[2Pro-H]- is not surprising, because the AA
pairs only differ by an additional disulfide bridge, one side-chain CH2 group and the aliphatic
side chain, respectively.
Each spectrum has three intense features (dashed lines, Figure 1) but the band width and band
position for each spectral feature depends on the AA identity. The maximum of the highest
energy band is located between 1690 cm-1 and 1760 cm-1. For [2Glu-H]-, [2Pro-H]- and [2His-H]-,
the band maximum is at 1743 cm-1, 1691 cm-1 and 1761 cm-1, respectively. This suggests that the
frequency of this band is strongly influenced by bonding interactions and bonding arrangements
between the neutral and the deprotonated AA. In contrast, the maximum of the second intense
band at ~1600 cm-1 depends to a lesser extent on the AA identity. For [2Phe-H]-, the band is
centered at 1602 cm-1, whereas the largest shift of this band occurs for [2Glu-H]- for which the
spectral feature has its maximum intensity at 1586 cm-1. The full width at half maximum of this
band, however, varies from 51 cm-1 for [2Phe-H]- to 85 cm-1 for [2Cys-3H]-. Interestingly, the
bandwidth of the high energy band (1690 – 1760 cm-1) is only broadened for [2Pro-H]- (58 cm-1)
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as compared to ~45 cm-1 for all other negative AA dimers. The local chemical environment of
functional groups or fluxional hydrogen bonds can increase the linewidth of bands in IR spectra
of gas phase ions.73,74
The third spectral feature that all IRMPD spectra of the deprotonated AA dimers have in
common is broad, asymmetric and has a maximum intensity between 1380 cm-1 and 1330 cm-1,
but extends to ~1470 cm-1 for [2Asp-H]- and ~1050 cm-1 for [2Pro-H]- on the high and low
energy side of the maximum intensity (Figure 1). Whereas the band system centered at ~1360
cm-1 most likely consists of several features that are not resolved in the IRMPD spectra, pairs of
negative AA dimers with similar band position, width and appearance are identifiable. Spectral
band intensity and width of the band at ~1360 cm-1 for [2Cys-H]-/[ 2Cys-3H]-, [2Glu-H]-/[ 2AspH]- and [2Phe-H]-/[ 2Pro-H] are similar suggesting that the chemical environment and/or
bonding of the functional group that give rise to this band are similar for these pairs of AA
dimers.
In addition to the three spectral bands found in all negative AA dimer IRMPD spectra,
features at ~900 cm-1 for [2Cys-H]-, [2Cys-3H]-, [2Phe-H]- and [2His-H]-, between 900 – 1200
cm-1 for [2His-H]- and at ~1480 cm-1 for [2Phe-H]- and [2His-H]- (black dot, Figure 1) are
present. Because these bands are only manifest in a few spectra, they are most likely associated
with specific AA side chains and corresponding functional groups.
Assignment of IRMPD spectral features. Assignment of bands in IRMPD spectra is possible
by comparisons to previously reported IR spectroscopy results of related compounds that have
similar functional groups. Band assignments based on comparison between experimental and
predicted IR spectra are summarized in Table S2-S6. For negatively charged AA dimers in the
spectral range between 650 cm-1 and 1850 cm-1, band assignment is particularly important for
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vibrational modes associated with carboxylic acid, carboxylate and –NH2/–NH3+ groups. For
some deprotonated AA dimers no data is available below 1000 cm-1 which, however, does not
affect the discussion of the most intense vibrational features of the IRMPD spectra.
Displacement vectors for diagnostic vibrational normal modes involving these groups along with
previously reported band centers are shown in Figure 2.7,8,46,72,75–80
Free carbonyl C=O stretches of carboxylic acids are centered around 1780 cm-1 but can,
depending on the extent of hydrogen bonding to the carbonyl oxygen, red shift down to ~1715
cm-1. Because the highest energy band in the IRMPD spectra of all negative AA dimers except
[2Pro-H]- are between 1714 cm-1 and 1761 cm-1 (Figure 1), this spectral feature is attributed to
the carboxylic acid carbonyl C=O stretch. This assignment is also consistent with results for
proton bound AA dimers for which the C=O stretch is between 1710 and 1775 cm-1 depending
on the involvement of the –COOH group’s carbonyl in hydrogen bonding interactions.42,46,47 For
proton bound AA dimers, multiple C=O bands are often assigned to differing chemical
environments of –COOH groups or the presence of multiple isomers.42,46,47 Because there is a
maximum of one –COOH group in all negative AA dimers but [2Glu-H]- and [2Asp-H]-, the
linewidth of ~45 cm-1 for the C=O stretching features suggests that all –COOH groups
experience similar chemical environments, i.e., there is only one major binding mode to the
carboxylic acid’s C=O group. Even for [2Glu-H]- and [2Asp-H]- that contain more than one –
COOH group, the C=O stretch bandwidths are ~45 cm-1. This is most likely due to a similar
average hydrogen bond environment of all –COOH groups.
Only for [2Pro-H]-, the appearance and position of the high-frequency band deviates from
previously reported carboxylic acid C=O stretch positions and from all other negative AA dimers
studied here (Figure 1). The band maximum and width is 1691 cm-1 and 58 cm-1, respectively.
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The greater line width of the spectral feature of [2Pro-H]- at 1691cm-1 could indicate the
presence of multiple isomers or fluxional hydrogen bonds. In a recent IRMPD study of the
proton bound cysteine dimer by Ieritano et al., a feature at 1701 cm-1 was assigned to a –COOH
group complexed by –NH3+.42 In addition, von Helden and co-workers attributed bands at ~1705
cm-1 to C=O stretches where –NH3+ strongly interacts with carboxylic acids.46 This is also
consistent with IRMPD bands of carboxylic acids at ~1700 cm-1 in cationized AAs due to strong
C=O…metal ion interactions.81 For [2Pro+H]+ and [Pro+Na]+, bands at 1692 cm-1 and 1698 cm-1
were assigned to –COO- groups involved in SB formation.47,56,82 We recently showed that [2GlyH]- predominantly forms SB structures and a spectral feature at 1704 cm-1 is observed.66 This
combined experimental evidence strongly suggests that the 1691 cm-1 band in the IRMPD
spectrum of [2Pro-H]- is due to –NH3+…O=C interactions and consequently indicates the
formation of a SB, also consistent with theoretical predictions at different levels of theory
(Figure 2, Figure S3-4, Table S1).
Other bands can also be assigned based on previously reported IR spectra. The spectral
feature at ~1600 cm-1 in all negative AA dimer IRMPD spectra is consistent with anti-symmetric
carboxylate stretching modes. Depending on the –COO- group’s involvement in bonding
interactions, the band is located between 1650 – 1540 cm-1 (Figure 2) in IR spectra.76–78 Because
this band is at ~1600 cm-1 in all spectra (Figure 1), hydrogen bonding to –COO- most likely
occurs. This assignment is also supported by the IRMPD spectrum of [2Glu-2H+Na]- (Figure
S2). [2Glu-2H+Na]- most likely has one additional –COO- group compared to [2Glu-H]- and the
band at ~1600 cm-1 is significantly higher in intensity in the former compared to the latter
spectrum. The band position of the –NH3+ scissoring mode typically coincides with the –COOband and could also contribute to the experimental band at 1600 cm-1.46 The umbrella mode of
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the ammonium moiety (–NH3+) for proton bound AA dimers is at ~1500 cm-1, but only [2PheH]- and [2His-H]- spectra show sharp features (black dot, Figure 1) in this spectral region.42,46
For [2Phe-H]-, the band at 1489 cm-1 is consistent with the previously reported spectrum of
deprotonated Phe which was assigned to vibrational modes of the phenyl-ring.75 However, the
same feature is absent in some spectra of Phe containing dipeptides and cationized Phe.81 For
[2His-H]- the band at 1470 cm-1 is consistent with spectral features of cationized His and is
probably due to imidazole vibrations.62
The system of bands at ~1360 cm-1 in the spectra of all negative amino acid dimers is most
likely associated with multiple vibrational modes. Due to spectral congestion, disentangling
contributions from individual vibrational modes is very challenging, but based on previously
published results, C-O-H bending vibrations (1440 – 1380 cm-1),46,72 symmetric –COOstretching vibrations (1420 – 1300 cm-1)76–78,83 and C-O stretching vibrations (1270 – 1120 cm1 46,72

)

may all contribute to the broad feature. Additional spectral features attributed to AA side

chain functional groups appear for some deprotonated AA dimers. For example, a feature at
~900 cm-1 is present in IRMPD spectra of [2Phe-H]-, [2Cys-H]- and [2Cys-3H]-. Only [2His-H]shows a very rich spectral structure between 650 and 1400 cm-1. Because the gas phase spectra
of His containing dipeptides,53,84 cationized His,62 His-halide complexes15 and condensed phase
spectra of imidazole85 cannot explain all features in the spectrum of [2His-H]- in this spectral
range, and because the spectrum does not resemble those of other negative AA dimers, it is likely
that multiple isomers coexist or binding between the AAs differs for His from that for all other
complexes.
Structures of deprotonated amino acid dimers. The computed lowest energy binding motifs of
the negative AA homo-dimers [2Xxx-H]- (Xxx = Cys, Glu, Pro, Phe and His) and [2Cys-3H]-
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are non-zwitterionic (NZ) or salt bridge (SB) structures for which deprotonation and ZW
formation occurs at the AA backbone functional groups. NZ dimer structures contain a neutral
(non-zwitterionic) AA that binds via its carboxyl proton to a deprotonated AA`s carboxylate
group. SB dimers form due to the interaction of a neutral ZW AA with a deprotonated AA
(Figure 3+4). Because ZW AAs contain –NH3+ and -COO- groups, the preferred interaction
between deprotonated and ZW AAs in SB isomers occurs between hydrogen atoms of the
positive ammonium group and the oxygen atom(s) of the carboxylate group of the deprotonated
AA. Corresponding lowest energy NZ and SB isomers for the some negative AA dimers at the
B3LYP/GCR level of theory are shown in Figure 3+4. The hydrogen bond length between the
interacting AAs for NZ and SB isomers is affected by the AA side chains. For the NZ isomers,
the –O···H-O– distance increases from 1.39 Å for [2Cys-H]- to 1.48 Å for [2Cys-3H]- and is
smaller for AAs with an aliphatic side chain, e.g., 1.33 Å for [2Pro-H]-. A similar trend of the
hydrogen bond length increase between AA moieties by interfering interactions with side chain
functional groups is observed for the SB structures (Figure 3+4). For example, [2Phe-H]- has a
1.59 Å hydrogen bond (HB) in contrast with the shortest HB of 1.65 Å in [2Glu-H]-. This
indicates that in addition to the interactions between –NH3+ and –COO- groups in SB isomers
and –COOH and -COO- groups in NZ isomers, further hydrogen bonding interactions, side chain
dispersion interactions, i.e., “steric effects”, or conformational constraints ([2Cys-3H]-) influence
the shortest hydrogen bond lengths between the AAs and the associated overall binding energies.
Factors influencing NZ vs. SB stability. One factor that can stabilize SB over NZ isomers are
hydrogen bonding interactions.66 A qualitative way to characterize the contribution of hydrogen
bonding to the interaction strength between two AAs is by the overall number of inter- and
intramolecular HBs. Based on the functional groups participating in hydrogen bonding and
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corresponding binding energies, HBs can be grouped into three categories. Namely, HBs
between two neutral groups (neutral HBs, NHBs, bond energy ~20 kJ/mol), ionic hydrogen
bonds (IHBs)86–88 with bond energies between 20 – 150 kJ/mol and zwitterionic hydrogen bonds
(ZHBs). For the latter HB type, computational results predict a bond energy of ~105 kJ/mol.66
Therefore, the bond strength ranking is NHB < IHB ≤ ZHB. The corresponding number of HBs
with bond lengths less than 2.30 Å are shown in Figure 3+4 for each isomer. All SB dimer
structures have more ZHBs and/or have an overall greater number of NHBs compared to the
corresponding NZ dimer structures. For example, the NZ and SB form of [2Phe-H]- comprise a
total of 3 and 3 hydrogen bonds out of which 0 and 2 are ZHBs, respectively.
Binding energies between dimer constituents are greater for SB compared to NZ structures.
For [2Pro-H]-, [2Phe-H]- and [2Glu-H]-, the binding energy difference between the SB and NZ
isomers is 49 kJ/mol, 34 kJ/mol and 64 kJ/mol, respectively. Thus, SB isomers are also stabilized
due to the energetic gain from dimer formation compared to NZ isomers.
However, the overall number of HBs and the binding energy in negative AA dimers can only
in part explain the energetic ordering of SB relative to NZ isomers. The Gibbs free energy
difference of SB minus NZ isomer at 0 K (∆G0) and 298 K (∆G298) is included in Figure 3+4 to
the right of every NZ/SB isomer pair and summarized for different levels of theory in Table S1.
For the computational Gibbs free energy differences included in Figure 3+4, ∆G298 values as a
function of gas phase basicities summarized by Harrison89 and Hunter/Lias90 are shown in
Figure S5. There is a general trend in SB stability with increasing amino acid gas-phase basicity
for all amino acids except for His. His is 81 kJ/mol more basic than Cys yet the NZ isomer of
[2His-H]- is more stable than the SB form by 20 kJ/mol. This unusual behavior for [2His-H]- is
in line with the experimental IRMPD spectrum and indicates that maybe other structures than NZ
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and SB shown in Figure 4, e.g., protonation of the His imidazole ring or imidazole…imidazole
interactions, should be considered for [2His-H]-. However, none of these structures are computed
to be energetically competitive with the low-energy SB/NZ isomers of [2His-H]-. The SB
isomers of [2Cys-H]- and [2Cys-3H]- have more IHBs and ZHBs than the corresponding NZ
isomers but the SB isomers are respectively 3 and 19 kJ/mol less stable than the NZ isomer. This
is most likely due to the conformational constraints in [2Cys-3H]- as a result of the disulfide
bond preventing optimal SB formation, whereas one –SH group forms an additional HB to –
COO- in the SB isomer of [2Cys-H]- (Figure 3). A similar effect occurs for [2Glu-H]- for which
the SB isomer is less stable than the NZ isomer by 1 kJ/mol (298 K) despite two additional ZHBs.
SB isomers of [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]-, dimers of AAs with no HB donating or accepting groups
in the side chain, are more stable than the corresponding NZ isomers by 18 kJ/mol and 5 kJ/mol
(298 K), respectively. A similar conclusion for [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]- is deduced from
computational results using other levels of theory (Table S1).
These computational results suggest that the gas phase basicity, conformational constraints
and hydrogen bond forming side chains all influence the relative stabilities of SB with respect to
NZ isomers in negative AA dimers. SB isomers are thermodynamically more stable than the
corresponding NZ isomers when the number of additional hydrogen bonds in SB compared to
NZ isomers is high, and factors that interfere with SB bonding (such as interactions with side
chain groups or conformational constraints) are absent, as in the case of [2Phe-H]-, [2Pro-H]- and
[2Gly-H]-.66
Comparisons to calculated spectra. The experimental spectra of [2Cys-H]- and [2Cys-3H](Figure 5), [2Glu-H]- (Figure 6) and [2Pro-H]- and [2Phe-H]- (Figure 7) are shown along with
computed linear IR spectra of low energy structures. Comparisons of the experimental spectra
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with computed IR absorption spectra of alternative NZ or SB structures as well as with IR
spectra computed at different levels of theory are shown in Figure S3-S4, S6-15. Detailed
comparisons of the experimental band positions with predicted IR bands are summarized in
Table S2-S6. The IRMPD spectra of [2Cys-H]- and [2Cys-3H]- (Figure 5a, 5e) are similar
indicating that –SH groups contribute only minimally to the experimental IRMPD spectrum of
[2Cys-H]-. Surprisingly, the predicted IR spectra of the NZ structures for [2Cys-H]- and [2Cys3H]- differ much more substantially. In the almost linearly extended structure of [2Cys-H]-, there
is no hydrogen bonding to the carboxylate’s C=O group and the corresponding C=O stretch is
predicted at ~1780 cm-1 whereas this band is observed experimentally at 1714 cm-1 (Figure 5a).
For the NZ structure of [2Cys-3H]-, the disulfide bridge enforces a conformation in which a
weak interaction between –NH2 and C=O group shifts this band to ~1730 cm-1 (Figure 5f) in
good agreement with the IRMPD spectrum (Figure 5e). For [2Cys-H]-, there are other higher
energy NZ isomers in which –NH2 or –SH groups form hydrogen bonds to C=O and the band
position for these isomers is consistent with experimental results (Figure S8-9). For example, the
C=O band of the NZ* isomer shown in Figure 5c, which is 5 kJ/mol higher in energy than the
NZ structure and contains one additional HB between –SH and the carboxylate moiety compared
to the NZ isomer, is at 1708 cm-1. This indicates that the band at 1690 – 1750 cm-1 in IRMPD
spectra (and its position in predicted IR spectra) of negative AA dimers is a very sensitive probe
for local changes in hydrogen bonding networks. For [2Cys-H]- the assignment of the major
isomer that is present in the experimental ion population is ambiguous. Whereas the NZ structure
can be ruled out due to the poor agreement between experimental and calculated results, the
majority of experimental IRMPD bands are in line with the calculated spectra for the NZ* and
SB isomers. However, some bands are also missing in the experimental spectrum when
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compared to the vibrational signatures for NZ* and SB isomers. For the SB isomer, the predicted
strong –NH3+ umbrella (1480 cm-1) and the corresponding stretching (1640 cm-1) mode are
absent in the IRMPD spectrum, whereas the –O-H bending (1178 cm-1) mode of the NZ* isomer
is missing in the experimental spectrum. The low intensity of experimental bands compared to
predicted –O-H bending vibrations is consistent with previous IRMPD results for amino acid
derivatives.91,92 Most likely, the –O-H bending vibration is significantly broadened in experiment
because hydrogen bonding between –OH and –COO- is predicted for NZ*. From results for
proton bound AA dimers42,46 broadening of –NH3+ modes that are involved in hydrogen bonding
is also expected but especially the band at ~1480 cm-1 of the SB isomer could readily be resolved
in experiment because no other experimental bands would interfere in this spectral region
(Figure 5a). Therefore, both isomers, NZ* and SB, could co-exist in the experimental ion
population but the absence of vibrations associated with –NH3+ hints to the NZ* isomer being
the more abundant structure of [2Cys-H]-. The comparison between theory and experiment for
[2Cys-3H]- (Figure 5e-g) is more straightforward because the IR spectrum for the NZ (Figure
5f) isomer is clearly a better match for the experimental IRMPD spectrum than the SB (Figure
5h) and also NZ* (Figure 5g) structures and the result is in line with the predicted energetic
ordering of the two isomers.
For [2Glu-H]-, the experimental IRMPD spectrum is compared to predicted IR absorption
spectra of NZ and SB structures in Figure 6. The SB structure is calculated to be lower in energy
than the NZ structure at 0 K but destabilized at 298 K by 1 kJ/mol compared to the NZ isomer.
For the ωB97-D/GCR level of theory, the SB structure is energetically favored over the NZ
isomer at all temperatures (Table S1). Although there are minor differences between the
calculated spectra for the NZ and SB structures, both structures are consistent with the
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experimental spectrum. The only major difference between the calculated spectra is the highfrequency band. For the SB structure, the band is shifted to ~1700 cm-1, whereas the band’s
maximum is located at ~1740 cm-1 for the NZ isomer consistent with the experimental spectrum.
Due to the small energetic separation between NZ and SB structure for [2Glu-H]- and only minor
differences between calculated spectra of these structures, the co-existence of both structures in
the experimental ion population is possible but NZ structures are most likely more abundant than
SB structures.
The experimental IRMPD spectra of [2Phe-H]- (Figure 7a) and [2Pro-H]- (Figure 7e) are
compared with calculated spectra of NZ (Phe: Figure 7b; Pro: Figure 7f), higher energy NZ*
(Phe: Figure 7c; Pro: Figure 7g) and SB (Phe: Figure 7d; Pro: Figure 7h) structures. For
[2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]-, the presence of the lowest energy NZ structure can be ruled out because
the calculated spectra fail to explain almost all experimental IRMPD bands. For the high
frequency band, this is again due to the absence of hydrogen bonding between –NH and C=O
groups in these structures resulting in a blue shift of the C=O band in the calculated spectra. In
contrast, the SB structure (Figure 7d) matches the experimental spectrum. Especially the feature
at 1490 cm-1, calculated to be the C-H in plane bend of the benzene ring coupled to the –NH3+
umbrella mode, and the experimental band at ~1580 cm-1 are in line with the SB structure.
However, the presence of higher energy non-zwitterionic structure NZ* (Figure 7c) cannot be
ruled out because it also matches the experimental IRMPD spectrum to some extent. For [2ProH]-, the calculated spectrum of the SB structure (Figure 7h) is a much better match for the
experimental result than the NZ* isomer (Figure 7g). In particular, the bands at 1691 cm-1, 1604
cm-1 and 1360 cm-1 are in good agreement with calculated vibrational bands for the SB structure.
This conclusion is also supported by calculated IR spectra using other levels of theory (Figure
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S3). Therefore, these comparisons are in line with the presence of SB structures for [2Pro-H]-.
For both [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]-, some experimental bands are in line with computed IR bands
of high-energy NZ* structures. Kinetic trapping of high-energy isomers as a result of solvent
evaporation during ESI could explain the presence of NZ* structures in the experiments.36
Kinetic trapping may favor formation of the NZ* but also SB isomers over NZ structures
because NZ* complexes possess more HBs compared to NZ isomers and ZW AAs are more
stable in solution and are potentially preserved in SB structures during ESI.
Conclusion
The binding between a neutral and a negatively charged AA in dimers, [2Xxx-H]- (Xxx = Cys,
Pro, Phe, His, Glu, Asp), [2Cys-3H]- , [Asp+Glu-H]- and [2Glu-2H+Na]-, was investigated with
IRMPD spectroscopy and theory. The spectra of the negative AA dimers are very similar and
band positions and linewidths of spectral features differ only slightly between IRMPD spectra.
The only exception is [2His-H]- for which the IRMPD spectrum contains multiple bands that are
not observed for the other complexes. This could indicate that the bonding arrangement between
the AAs differs for [2His-H]- from that of all other investigated negative AA dimers.
The IRMPD spectra for all other negatively charged AA dimers are qualitatively very similar
suggesting that the bonding arrangements in these neutral-anion complexes to be also similar. All
IRMPD bands are assigned based on previously reported condensed phase and gas phase IR
spectra with the exception of [2Pro-H]-. For [2Pro-H]-, the high-frequency IRMPD band shifts to
1691 cm-1. Only gas-phase spectra of proton bound AA dimers with strong C=O…+H3N–
interactions or SB complexes can qualitatively explain this shift for Pro. Theoretical calculations
for anionic AA dimers predict that either NZ or SB structures can be lowest in energy depending
on the identity of the side chain, consistent with previous findings for [2Gly-H]-, which showed
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that the SB form is most stable.66 Extensive hydrogen bonding in AA dimer anions with no side
chain functional groups and no steric or conformational interruption of AA binding are found to
stabilize SB over NZ structures. These theoretical results are in line with the experimental
IRMPD spectra. For [2Cys-H]-, [2Cys-3H]- and [2Glu-H]-, comparisons between theory and
experiment support preferential formation of NZ structures, whereas for [2Phe-H]- and [2Pro-H]-,
the presence of SB structures is invoked to explain the IRMPD spectra. Especially for [2Pro-H]-,
only the lowest energy SB structure is able to explain the most intense bands and their positions
in the experimental IRMPD spectrum.
These results clearly indicate that deprotonated AA dimers can form SB structures in the gasphase if SB formation is not disrupted by side-chain interferences such as hydrogen bonding or
conformational constrains. Although some of the investigated AAs are not involved in SBs in
proteins, these results provide evidence for the role of hydrogen bonding in stabilizing SB
interactions. This could potentially be important for peptide and protein environments where no
interfering factors influence SB formation, such as protein-protein interfaces or the interior of
proteins. Temperature dependent investigations of negative AA dimers with ion-mobility
measurements to separate NZ and SB structures combined with IR spectroscopy should provide
useful information about the propensity to form SB structures in these negatively charged ions in
the gas phase as well as to investigate the influence of inter- and intramolecular interactions on
SB stability in more detail.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1. IRMPD spectra of deprotonated AA dimers. Three reoccurring IR bands with high
intensities are connected by dashed lines and the corresponding range of wavenumbers for which
these bands are observed are included. Narrow features at ~1480 cm-1 for [2Phe-H]- and [2HisH]- are marked by black dots.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the most important vibrational modes of negative amino acid dimers. For
each mode the vibrationally active bonds/atoms and corresponding displacement vectors are
shown in blue. The range of reported band positions are shown below each sketch (red: free
vibration; black: maximum reported shift due to hydrogen bonding/non-covalent
interactions).7,8,46,72,75–80 For δ(–NH2)75 and ν(SB) the scaled calculated band positions
(B3LYP/GCR) are reported.
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Figure 3. Lowest energy NZ and SB isomers of [2Cys-H]-, [2Cys-3H]- and [2Glu-H]-. The
shortest intermolecular and zwitterionic hydrogen bond lengths are included. The number of
neutral hydrogen bonds (NHBs), ionic hydrogen bonds (IHBs) and zwitterionic hydrogen bonds
(ZHBs) with bond length less than 2.30 Å are shown below every isomer. The Gibbs free energy
differences in kJ/mol of the SB minus NZ isomer at 0 K (∆G0) and 298 K (∆G298) at the
B3LYP/GCR level of theory are included. Oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms
are represented by red, yellow, blue, grey and white spheres, respectively.
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Figure 4. Lowest energy NZ and SB isomers of [2Pro-H]-, [2Phe-H]- and [2His-H]-. The shortest
intermolecular and zwitterionic hydrogen bond lengths are included. The number of neutral
hydrogen bonds (NHBs), ionic hydrogen bonds (IHBs) and zwitterionic hydrogen bonds (ZHBs)
with bond length less than 2.30 Å are shown below every isomer. The Gibbs free energy
differences in kJ/mol of the SB minus NZ isomer at 0 K (∆G0) and 298 K (∆G298) at the
B3LYP/GCR level of theory are included. Oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms
are represented by red, yellow, blue, grey and white spheres, respectively.
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Figure 5. IRMPD spectra (a,e) and calculated IR spectra for low energy NZ (b,f), NZ* (c,g) and
SB (d,h) structures of [2Cys-H]- (b-d) and [2Cys-3H]- (f-g). Gibbs free energy differences
relative to the NZ structure at 0 K/298 K are included. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed
black lines.
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Figure 6. IRMPD spectrum (a) and calculated IR spectra for low energy NZ (b) and SB (c)
structures of [2Glu-H]- (a-c). Gibbs free energy differences at 0 K/298 K of the SB relative to the
NZ isomer are included in c). Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed black lines.
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Figure 7. IRMPD spectra (a,e) and calculated IR spectra for low energy NZ (b,f), NZ* (c,g) and
SB (d,h) structures of [2Phe-H]- (b-d) and [2Pro-H]- (f-g). Gibbs free energy differences relative
to the NZ structure at 0 K/298 K are included. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed black
lines.
TOC Graphic
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